ONLINE CLASSES SPRING 2015

ECON AS SOCIAL SCIENCE, ECON 1010-090 (BF). This course introduces you to economics. The course focuses on the role of economics in understanding social and political problems. Keon-Ho (khkim@economics.utah.edu)

US ECONOMIC HISTORY, ECON 1740-090 (AI). In this course, you study the historical foundations of American economic growth as well as US development from the colonial period to the present. Chari Evans (charijeans@gmail.com)

PRINCIPLES OF MICRO, ECON 2010-090 (BF). This course introduces you to microeconomic theory. The goal is to develop the student's ability to analyze social phenomena from the viewpoint of an economist. DuDu Orhan (duygu.orhan.utah.edu)

PRINCIPLES OF MACRO, ECON 2020-090 (BF). This course introduces you to basic models of growth, employment and inflation, in order to investigate effects of government spending and monetary policy. Jose Barrales (jose.barrales@economics.utah.edu)

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS, ECON 3500-090 (QIIR). Why do countries trade, and what do they trade? How are exchange rates determined? And, what does all of it have to do with growth and employment? Diksha Arora (diksha.arora@economics.utah.edu)

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMETRICS, ECON 4650-090 (QIIR). This course introduces you to regression models in economics. Topics include data analysis, statistical estimation, inference and forecasting. Jean Arment (jean.arment@economics.utah.edu)

STUDY ONLINE!!

- You can fulfill all requirements online.
- You study with regular materials (textbook, etc.) and videos (see youtube.com/user/EconomicsUofUtah).
- You interact online with students and instructors on discussion assignments, group work, etc.
- See http://economics.utah.edu/onlineclasses.php for further information.